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About This Game

It's great to have your own country house, but it's also a big responsibility. But if your house is located in the forest, then this is
also a danger. What if you were left alone in this house? There are no neighbors or policemen around. It sounds scary, doesn't

it?
It is in such a situation was our heroine, for which you will play. The action takes place in the early 2000s. That night something

happened that caused us to run from all directions.

This indie-horror in the style of American thrillers of the early 2000's. A game in the style of adventure with elements of horror.
There will be little riddles. The scene of action is not only in the house, to survive you will run anywhere.You have to face

obstacles, you will be hunted, you need to do everything to survive.You have to hide, seek solutions to riddles, avoid danger. The
soundtrack will immerse you in the atmosphere of the thriller.
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Title: The Strangers
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
mirzagame5
Publisher:
mirzagame5
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Pentium® 4 2,0 ГГц or Athlon® XP 2,0 ГГц

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 6200 or ATI Radeon 9600

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

Additional Notes: Need to Override the high-resolution scaling mode
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IT wasn't bad .. It had some good Jumb-Scares, but it crashed about five or six times other than that we enjoyed it ..... Short but
suspenseful point and click, gave me a few jump scares, playing in the dark !!. Frequent crashes but still enjoyed the game.
Game play a bit clinky and not any real choices to be made, rather following a pre-determined storyline by minimal interaction..
You like spoops? The exchange rate of spoops to dollars is 1 spoop per 5 dollars. So you get like 2/3 of a spoop. Good almost
spoop. I just wanted to try out a cheap game and picked this up.
What I got is this:
- Bad gramma
- Gamebreaking mechanics
- Glitching out of the level
- A lot of crashes

The story was ok I guess. It could be worse.
It's still too bad for a thumb up. Feels like a bad mod... sry :(. Very atmospheric horror. Reminds of the film with the same
name. Sounds and tension were pleasant. If there were no bugs then it would pass in one breath.
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Would recommend the game for its nice storyline but cannot due to the high amount of crashes.
Can't even finish the final part of the game as it keeps on crashing :(. The Strangers... well so far I encountered just one of them.
The game manages well to convey feelings of tension and panic, but it's also totally scripted, so you must do exactly as the devs
intended. I dropped it when I was killed for the 3rd time, and I thought I was hiding well, crouched behind bed. I didn't even see
the stranger coming into the room, but he did see me. Everytime I was killed the game put me back int othe main menu and
crashed. Similar behaviour I experienced wit hanother game called Home Security, only that one was made in Unreal Engine,
while this one was made in Unity. Weird tho, cause I never or very rarely experience crashes with my steam games. Must be bad
coding, and testing, after all, many people are complaining about crashes as well, and so do on the Home Security game review
section. The game made me give up because it didn't save any of my progress, despite having a load function in the main menu.
I had to replay from the beginning three times, then I got bored. If a game gets repetitive so much by not saving, then you kill all
the tense mood you tried to build up so meticulously, it's just simple as that.

 I will play more one day, but as of now... I wish I had a neutral rating, because the game itself seems interesting enough to play
through at least once. Well I'll do the devs a favor and will rate it positively, since I had fun playing, they did a great job in the
tension department, I liked where this was going... it until I realized it didn't save my progress. I will play more and update this
review accordingly.. This game, while very low budget, was a very well crafted bit of horror.

It does suffer from some of the short comings of a small or solo development team, however it makes up for it in strides by
creating a tense atmosphere that's all to absent from a lot of horror games these days.

Hats off to the devloper(s) for creating such an edge of your seat experience, I look forward to bigger and better games in the
future.

9/10

Discount!:
-70% full week discount. Do not miss.
. First update:
Small update containing:
fixed bug with bed when there was no hud
fixed a bug with a key that said that he was from the basement
added video, many thought that the main character is not able to drive, in the video it is clear why everything happened so.

Небольшое обновление содержащее:
исправлен баг с кроватью, когда не было видно hud
исправлен баг с ключом, который говорил что он от подвала
добавлено видео, многие подумали что главная героиня не умеет водить, в видео понятно почему все так случилось.. 
Second update:
Changed the loading screens. Perhaps the error was in the video that was at boot time. Please check and write here.

Изменены загрузочные экраны. Возможно ошибка была в видео, которое было во время загрузки. Прошу проверить и
написать здесь.
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